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Contemporary African American and Black British Women Writers: Narrative, Race, Ethics brings together British and American
scholars to explore how, in texts by contemporary black women writers in the U. S. and Britain, formal narrative techniques
express new understandings of race or stimulate ethical thinking about race in a reader. Taken together, the essays also
demonstrate that black women writers from both sides of the Atlantic borrow formal structures and literary techniques from one
another to describe the workings of structural racism in the daily lives of black subjects and to provoke readers to think anew about
race. Narratology has only recently begun to use race as a category of narrative theory. This collection seeks both to show the
ethical effects of narrative form on individual readers and to foster reconceptualizations of narrative theory that account for the
workings of race within literature and culture.
Articulates the interwar modernist response to the crisis of liberal world order after 1919.
Alongside the O.J. Simpson trial, the affair between Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky now stands as the seminal cultural event of
the 90s. Alternatively transfixed and repelled by this sexual scandal, confusion still reigns over its meanings and implications. How
are we to make sense of a tale that is often wild and bizarre, yet replete with serious political and cultural implications? Our
Monica, Ourselves provides a forum for thinking through the cultural, political, and public policy issues raised by the investigation,
publicity, and Congressional impeachment proceedings surrounding the affair. It pulls this spectacle out of the framework provided
by the conventions of the corporate news media, with its particular notions of what constitutes a newsworthy event. Drawing from a
broad range of scholars, Our Monica, Ourselves considers Monica Lewinsky's Jewishness, Linda Tripp's face, the President's
penis, the role of shame in public discourse, and what it's like to have sex as the president, as well as specific legal and historical
issues at stake in the impeachment of Bill Clinton. Thoughtful but accessible, immediate yet far reaching, Our Monica, Ourselves
will change the way we think about the Clinton affair, while helping us reimagine culture and politics writ large. Contributors
include: Lauren Berlant, Eric O. Clarke, Ann Cvetkovich, Simone Weil Davis, Lisa Duggan, Jane Gallop, Marjorie Garber, Janet R.
Jakobsen, James R. Kincaid, Laura Kipnis, Tomasz Kitlinski, Pawel Leszkowicz, Joe Lockard, Catharine Lumby, Toby Miller, Dana
D. Nelson, Anna Marie Smith, Ellen Willis, and Eli Zaretsky.
African-American ArtSupplementAfrican American Visual ArtistsAn Annotated Bibliography of Educational Resource
MaterialsScarecrow Press
Explores convergences between the ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche and African American thought.
This work captures the historical and cultural context for financial literacy in the twenty-first century in view of the Great Recession
of 2008 to 2009.
? The experience of growing up in the U.S. is shaped by many forces. Relationships with parents and teachers are deeply personal and
definitive. Social and economic contexts are broader and harder to quantify. Key individuals in public life have also had a marked impact on
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American childhood. These 18 new essays examine the influence of pivotal figures in the culture of 20th and 21st century childhood and childrearing, from Benjamin Spock and Walt Disney to Ruth Handler, Barbie’s inventor, and Ernest Thompson Seton, founder of the Boy Scouts
of America.
An interdisciplinary, code-switching, critical collection by revisionist African American scholar and activist Bernard W. Bell.
The 10 volumes of The Young Oxford History of African Americans describe how black Americans shaped and changed the history of this
nation. Starting in 1502, more than a century before the day in 1619 when 19 Africans stepped off a Dutch ship in Jamestown, Virginia, the
series ends with the relationship between West Indian immigrants and African Americans in large cities like New York in the late 20th century.
This ready reference provides the perfect ending to a comprehensive history of African Americans. Included are the master index for the
series and an extensive list of historic sites and museums related to the history of African Americans. The bulk of the volume, however,
contains the personal histories of many of the people who appear in the previous 10 volumes. Each biography takes a close look at the
famous and the lesser-known, revealing the backgrounds, experiences, and contributions of African Americans who were involved in the key
events in American history. In addition to well-known facts, the biographies include much here that will surprise and fascinate readers.
Muhammad Ali's brash and playful public persona earned him the nickname the "Louisville Lip"; Bill Cosby got his start while working in a
Philadelphia coffee-house; and Madam C. J. Walker owned a mail-order and beauty school company that became one of the most profitable
independently-owned businesses in the country around 1910. The portraits are as varied as the history itself, setting former slaves next to
committed civil rights workers, prize-winning poets next to successful politicians. Volume 11 of The Young Oxford History of African
Americans completes the fascinating and compelling story of nearly five centuries of African-American history. It is an exceptional resource
for young adults and all who value the remarkable accomplishments of African Americans.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Painters Robert Duncanson (ca. 1821–1872) and Edward Bannister (1828–1901) and sculptor Mary Edmonia Lewis (ca. 1844–1907) each
became accomplished African American artists. But as emerging art makers of color during the antebellum period, they experienced
numerous incidents of racism that severely hampered their pursuits of a profession that many in the mainstream considered the highest form
of social cultivation. Despite barriers imposed upon them due to their racial inheritance, these artists shared a common cause in demanding
acceptance alongside their white contemporaries as capable painters and sculptors on local, regional, and international levels. Author
Naurice Frank Woods Jr. provides an in-depth examination of the strategies deployed by Duncanson, Bannister, and Lewis that enabled them
not only to overcome prevailing race and gender inequality, but also to achieve a measure of success that eventually placed them in the top
rank of nineteenth-century American art. Unfortunately, the racism that hampered these three artists throughout their careers ultimately
denied them their rightful place as significant contributors to the development of American art. Dominant art historians and art critics excluded
them in their accounts of the period. In this volume, Woods restores their artistic legacies and redeems their memories, introducing these
significant artists to rightful, new audiences.
This book brings together veteran and emerging scholars from a variety of fields to chart new territory for hip-hop based education. Looking
beyond rap music and the English language arts classroom, innovative chapters unpack the theory and practice of hip-hop based education
in science, social studies, college composition, teacher education, and other fields. Authors consider not only the curricular aspects of hip-hop
but also how its deeper aesthetics such as improvisational freestyling and competitive battling can shape teaching and learning in both
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secondary and higher education classrooms. Schooling Hip-Hop will spark new and creative uses of hip-hop culture in a variety of
educational settings. Contributors: Jacqueline Celemencki, Christopher Emdin, H. Bernard Hall, Decoteau J. Irby, Bronwen Low, Derek
Pardue, James Braxton Peterson, David Stovall, Eloise Tan, and Joycelyn A. Wilson “Hip hop has come of age on the broader social and
cultural scene. However, it is still in its infancy in the academy and school classrooms. Hill and Petchauer have assembled a powerful group
of scholars who provide elegantly theoretical and practically significant ways to consider hip hop as an important pedagogical strategy. This
volume is a wonderful reminder that ‘Stakes is high!’” —Gloria Ladson-Billings, Kellner Family Chair in Urban Education, University of
Wisconsin–Madison “This book is a bold, ambitious attempt to chart new intellectual, theoretical, and pedagogical directions for Hip-Hop
Based Education. Hill and Petchauer are to be commended for pushing the envelope and stepping up to the challenge of taking HHBE to the
next level.” —Geneva Smitherman, University Distinguished Professor Emerita, English and African American and African Studies, Michigan
State University

This publication addresses trends and issues in global education, providing information about what global education is
and how to teach it. The publication emphasizes ERIC resources. It offers ERIC Digests about global education and
selected items from the ERIC database that exemplify different viewpoints and approaches to global education. It
contains a directory of key organizations and World Wide Web sites that provide teacher resources. Designed as a guide
for educators who want to include global education across the various subjects of the curriculum, the volume is divided
into four parts: (1) "Overview of Global and International Education"; (2) "Institutionalizing Global Education"; (3)
"Curriculum, Methods, and Approaches"; and (4) "Appendices." Information about documents in the ERIC database and
how to submit documents for the database is appended. (BT)
Interview-based study of contemporary African American feminist men.
Read about the riveting stories of Black artists who drew, mostly behind the scenes, superhero, horror, and romance
comics in the early years of the industry. The life stories of each man's personal struggles and triumphs are represented
as they broke through into a world formerly occupied only by white artists. Using primary source material from World War
II-era Black newspapers and magazines, this compelling book profiles pioneers like E.C. Stoner, a descendant of one of
George Washington's slaves. Stoner became a renowned fine artist of the Harlem Renaissance. Perhaps more
fascinating is Owen Middleton who was sentenced to life in Sing Sing. Then there is Matt Baker, the most revered of the
Black artists, whose exquisite art spotlights stunning women and men, and who drew the first groundbreaking Black
comic book hero, Vooda! Gorgeously illustrated with rare examples of each artist's work, including full stories from
mainstream comic books to rare titles like All-Negro Comics and Negro Heroes, plus unpublished artist's photos and art.
Invisible Men: The Trailblazing Black Artists of Comic Books features Ken Quattro’s over 20 years of impeccable
research and writing. The social and cultural environments that formed these extraordinary artists are deftly detailed by
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Quattro in this must-have book!
Contains biographical and critical essays on the work of important American writers. Presents scholar-signed essays
prepared by experts in the field.
Born into slavery on an Alabama plantation in 1853, Bill Traylor worked as a sharecropper for most of his life. But in 1928
he moved to Montgomery and changed his life, becoming a self-taught lyric painter of extraordinary ability and power.
From 1936 to 1946, he sat on a street corner—old, ill, and homeless—and created well over 1,200 paintings. Collected and
later promoted by Charles Shannon, a young Montgomery artist, his work received star placement in the Corcoran
Gallery’s 1982 exhibition “Black Folk Art in America.” From then on, the spare and powerful “radical modernity” of
Traylor’s work helped place him among the rising stars of twentieth-century American artists. Most critics and art
historians who analyze Traylor’s paintings emphasize his extraordinary form and evaluate the content as either simple or
enigmatic narratives of black life. In Painting a Hidden Life, historian Mechal Sobel’s trenchant analysis reveals a
previously unrecognized central core of meaning in Traylor’s near-hidden symbolism—a call for retribution in response to
acts of lynching and other violence toward blacks. Drawing on historical records and oral histories, Sobel carefully
explores the relationship between Traylor’s life and his paintings and arrives at new interpretations of his art. From an
interview with Traylor’s great-granddaughter, Sobel learned that Traylor believed the Birmingham policemen who killed
his son in 1929 in fact lynched him—a story that neither Traylor nor his family had previously disclosed. The trauma of this
event, Sobel explains, propelled Traylor to find a way to voice his rage and spurred the creation of his powerful,
mysterious visual language. Traylor’s encoded paintings tell a vibrant, multilayered story of conjure power, sexual rivalry,
and violence. Revealing an extraordinarily diverse visual universe, the symbols in Traylor’s paintings reflect the worlds
he lived in between 1853 and 1949: the plantation conjure milieu into which he was born, the blues culture in which he
matured, the world of Jim Crow he learned to secretly violate, and the Catholic values he adopted in his final years. From
his African heritage, Traylor drew symbols not readily understood by whites. He mixed traditional African images with
conjure signs, with symbols of black Baptists and Freemasons, and with images central to the hidden black protest
movement—the cross and the lynching tree. In this groundbreaking examination of an extraordinary artist, Sobel uncovers
the internalized pain of several generations and traces the paths African Americans blazed long before the march down
the Selma–Montgomery highway.
Negative stereotypes of African Americans have long been disseminated through the visual arts. This original and
incisive study examines how black writers use visual tropes as literary devices to challenge readers' conceptions of black
identity. Lena Hill charts two hundred years of African American literary history, from Phillis Wheatley to Ralph Ellison,
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and engages with a variety of canonical and lesser-known writers. Chapters interweave literary history, museum culture,
and visual analysis of numerous illustrations with close readings of Booker T. Washington, Gwendolyn Bennett, Zora
Neale Hurston, Melvin Tolson, and others. Together, these sections register the degree to which African American writers
rely on vision - its modes, consequences, and insights - to demonstrate black intellectual and cultural sophistication. Hill's
provocative study will interest scholars and students of African American literature and American literature more broadly.
"Published in conjunction with the exhibition of the same name, on view at the Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington,
DC, September 28, 2018-March 17, 2019."
Discusses the role of African-American artists in American art history, and lists resources on individual artists, including general
works, surveys, children's books, and books on artist groups and movements.
Each vol. is divided into 2 parts 1st-7th ed.: Dictionary catalog and Classified catalog; 8th-9th ed. have 3rd. part: Directory of
publishers.
The classic book that defined the multicultural art movement, updated with a new introduction. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights
reserved.
African American women have played a pivotal part in rock and roll—from laying its foundations and singing chart-topping hits to
influencing some of the genre's most iconic acts. Despite this, black women's importance to the music's history has been
diminished by narratives of rock as a mostly white male enterprise. In Black Diamond Queens, Maureen Mahon draws on
recordings, press coverage, archival materials, and interviews to document the history of African American women in rock and roll
between the 1950s and the 1980s. Mahon details the musical contributions and cultural impact of Big Mama Thornton, LaVern
Baker, Betty Davis, Tina Turner, Merry Clayton, Labelle, the Shirelles, and others, demonstrating how dominant views of gender,
race, sexuality, and genre affected their careers. By uncovering this hidden history of black women in rock and roll, Mahon reveals
a powerful sonic legacy that continues to reverberate into the twenty-first century.
A Guide to Practicum and Internship for School Counselors-in-Training, 2nd ed, covers all aspects of the practicum and internship
experience, from the initial contact with supervisors to detailed descriptions of students’ different roles. Readers will gain both an
awareness of the school culture and the understanding needed to develop an individualized philosophy of school counseling.
Specific topics covered include popular counseling theories used by school counselors, strategies for working with special
populations of students, understanding the school counselor's role in utilizing the 2012 National Model of the American School
Counselor Association (ASCA) including the inherent elements and themes, putting the ASCA ethical standards into practice, and
administration of day-to-day tasks. Each chapter contains activities, case studies, worksheets, and images to facilitate
understanding, and all material presented is consistent with both the accreditation standards of the Council for the Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP) and the school counselor standards identified by the ASCA.
The Handbook of Research and Policy in Art Education marks a milestone in the field of art education. Sponsored by the National Art
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Education Association and assembled by an internationally known group of art educators, this 36-chapter handbook provides an overview of
the remarkable progress that has characterized this field in recent decades. Organized into six sections, it profiles and integrates the following
elements of this rapidly emerging field: history, policy, learning, curriculum and instruction, assessment, and competing perspectives.
Because the scholarly foundations of art education are relatively new and loosely coupled, this handbook provides researchers, students, and
policymakers (both inside and outside the field) an invaluable snapshot of its current boundaries and rapidly growing content. In a nutshell, it
provides much needed definition and intellectual respectability to a field that as recently as 1960 was more firmly rooted in the world of arts
and crafts than in scholarly research.
This work offers buyers, sellers, and collectors an easy-to-use, one-volume source of information for these bird and quadruped prints of John
James Audubon. It contains obscure references, where the author, Bill Steiner, has surveyed the contemporary market-place. Addressing
one of the more complex aspects of print collection, the text clarifies the task of distinguishing the octavio prints of the successive editions of
Audubon's Birds of America (1840-1871) and Quadrupeds of North America (1849-1870). It describes the publication histories of each edition
since the first, offers information about printers, engravers, and subscribers, and provides practical information on price histories,
accessibility, and preservation.
Discusses African American folk art, decorative art, photography, and fine arts
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